ESMT: EASEMENT
EST: ESTIMATE
EW: EACH WAY
EXCL: EXCLUDE
EXIST: EXISTING
EXP: EXPANSION
EXIST GR: EXISTING GRADE
EXT: EXTERIOR
EXT GR: EXTERIOR GRADE
F: FAHRENHEIT FEMALE; FIRE LINE
F: FEMALE FAHRENHEIT; FIRE LINE
F: FIRE LINE
F METER: FLOWMETER
F/F: FACE TO FACE
FACIL: FACILITY
FD: FLOOR DRAIN
FF EL: FINISH FLOOR ELEVATION
FH: FIRE HYDRANT
FIG: FIGURE
FIL: FILLET
FIN: FINISH
FLG: FLANGE
FLL: FLOW LINE
FLR: FLOOR
FLRD: FLARED
FLTR: FILTER
FLUOR: FLUORESCENT
FN: FENCE
FOC: FACE OF CURB
FP: FIRE PROTECTION OR FLAGPOLE
FPM: FEET PER MINUTE
FPS: FEET PER SECOND
FPW: FIRE PROTECTION WATER SUPPLY
FSP: FIRE STANDPIPE
FSS: FLOW SENSING SWITCH
FT: FEET OR FOOT
FTG: FOOTING
FW: FLOOD WALL
G: GROUND OR NATURAL GAS